Academic Enrichment Program – Fall 2018

Program begins September 4, 2018: The Academic Enrichment Program strives to provide quality academic support in a group setting for students experiencing academic difficulty in entry level BIOS 600, EPID 600, and SPHG 711, 712, 713 courses.

Cost: Students do not pay for this service - **FREE**. The Gillings School of Global Public Health assumes the cost of group tutoring.

**Online Sessions:** Request an online session by emailing the tutor directly at the below link.

**What will be covered:** Content of the sessions will be determined by the tutors from questions received 72 hours in advance of the session. Other questions may be addressed as time permits. Students are asked to submit their questions via email to an assigned tutor. Please email a tutor below to attend a session.

**Monday**
11:00-1:00pm, SPHG 712, [Sydney Thai](mailto:sydney.thai@email.unc.edu), MC 1305
12:00-1:00pm, SPHG 711, [Madeline Kowalski](mailto:madeline.kowalski@email.unc.edu), MC 1303
3:00-5:00pm, SPHG 712/EPID, [Rebecca Stebbins](mailto:rebecca.stebbins@email.unc.edu), MHRC 3100
5:00-6:00pm, BIOS, [Tianyi Liu](mailto:tianyi.liu@email.unc.edu), MC 2303
6:00-7:00pm, BIOS, [Yunhan Wu](mailto:yunhan.wu@email.unc.edu), MC 2303

**Tuesday**
11:00-12:00pm, SPHG 712 [Sydney Thai](mailto:sydney.thai@email.unc.edu), MC 1302
12:30-1:30pm, EPID, [Kamika Reynolds](mailto:kamika.reynolds@email.unc.edu), MC 2303
4:00-5:00pm, SPHG 712/EPID, [Kristin Voltzke](mailto:kristin.voltzke@email.unc.edu) (online) MHRC 1001 (except 10/15, MHRC 3100)
5:00-6:00pm, BIOS, [Tianyi Liu](mailto:tianyi.liu@email.unc.edu) (online), MHRC 1001
5:00-6:00pm, SPHG 713, Writing, [Natashia Rogers](mailto:natashia.rogers@email.unc.edu), MC 2303

**Wednesday**
11:00-1:00pm, SPHG 712, [Sydney Thai](mailto:sydney.thai@email.unc.edu), MC 2302
12:00-1:00, SPHG 711, [Madeline Kowalski](mailto:madeline.kowalski@email.unc.edu) (online), MC 1304
1:00-2:30pm, SPHG 713, Writing, [Natashia Rogers](mailto:natashia.rogers@email.unc.edu), MC 2302
4:00-5:00, SPHG 712/EPID, [Rebecca Stebbins](mailto:rebecca.stebbins@email.unc.edu), MC 1302
5:00-6:00pm, BIOS, [Yunhan Wu](mailto:yunhan.wu@email.unc.edu), MC 1302

**Thursday**
9:30-10:30am, EPID, [Kamika Reynolds](mailto:kamika.reynolds@email.unc.edu), MC 1303
4:00-5:00pm, SPHG 712/EPID, [Kristin Voltzke](mailto:kristin.voltzke@email.unc.edu) (online), RO235
5:00-7:00pm, BIOS, [Yunhan Wu](mailto:yunhan.wu@email.unc.edu), 5-6pm, MC 1302 (online 6-7pm, Ro 235)

**Friday**
9:00-10:00am, SPHG 712/EPID, [Rebecca Stebbins](mailto:rebecca.stebbins@email.unc.edu), MC 1302
10:00-12:00pm, BIOS, [Tianyi Liu](mailto:tianyi.liu@email.unc.edu), MC 1302
2:00-4:00pm, SPHG 712/EPID, [Kristin Voltzke](mailto:kristin.voltzke@email.unc.edu), MC 2302